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FADE IN:  

EXT. EDGE OF FOREST - DAY

The forest is alive with ambient animal sounds that suddenly 
cease.  An Indian brave’s voice is heard whooping in the 
forest, drawing closer.

GABRIELENO INDIAN BRAVE, mid-twenties, dressed in all his 
finery, runs out of the forest, whooping.  As he crosses the 
field, he looks back.

CUT TO:

EXT. FIELD - SAME DAY

From behind Brave, as he turns to look back, there is abject 
fear on his face.  A square hole in the ground comes into 
view ahead of him.

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME FIELD - SAME DAY

Hole in foreground, brave runs and leaps into hole, feet 
first. 

CUT TO:

INT. HOLE - SAME DAY

We see brave sliding down hole with feet and hands against 
the walls of the hole to slow descent.

CUT TO:

INT. HOLE - SAME DAY

C.U. On brave’s face looking up to hole opening.

CUT TO:

INT. HOLE - SAME DAY

From hole entrance we see creature enter and descend toward 
camera.



CUT TO:

INT. HOLE - SAME DAY

C.U. On brave’s face looking into camera, giving war cry!

CUT TO:

EXT. FIELD - SAME DAY

Six braves, buried around the hole, emerge and lift flat 
stone from lip of hole and drop it into hole.

CUT TO:

INT. HOLE - SAME DAY

From fourth wall of hole, we see the stone descend and seal 
the monster and brave in.

CUT TO:

EXT. FIELD - SAME DAY

Braves begin filling in the hole.

Camera pans up to the sky

FADE IN:

EXT. VENICE BEACH- 2015

Camera holds sky as title credits fade in, “IT LIVES UNDER 
HOLLYWOOD”  (”I Love L.A.” cues in, “Lookit those mountains!  
Lookit those trees”)

Camera slow pans down, a palm tree rises into view, (”Lookit
that preacher there he’s down on his knees!)

Camera ends pan down with shot dollying down the bike path 
behind a roller girl in a bikini, (”Lookit these women, ain’t 
nuthin; like ‘em nowhere!”)  Dolly slows and stops on two men 
sitting on a grassy mound, eating pizza.

JOE, late twenties, blonde Yugoslavian Jew wearing relax fit 
jeans, movie t-shirt and an Interverse Faire cap.  
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Joe:”Amazing!”

STEVE, Early thirties, bald Native American wearing black 
leather Nike shoes, 501 jeans and a black interverse Faire 
“GUV” t-shirt. With a bluetooth in his right ear.

STEVE: 
And the girl ain’t bad either

They look at each other and bump fists.

STEVE: (CONT’D)
Isn’t this the best?

JOE:
You’re dang skippy!

Steve gets a call on his bluetooth.

STEVE:
Secret Eye Investigations!  How may 
I direct your call? (Pauses 
nodding),Mm, hm! I’ll send ‘em on 
over.  (To Joe), We have a mission. 

CUT TO:

EXT. PARKING LOT - SAME DAY

Camera down low on Shelby Cobra 
Mustang grill. Full frame.  Mustang 
revs!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME DAY MUSTANG CABIN DASH CAM

Steve and Joe sing with the radio.

STEVE AND JOE SINGING
Looks like another perfect day!  I 
LOVE LA!!

CUT TO:
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EXT. SAME DAY - CITY HALL

Steve and Joe walk away from camera toward City Hall. Camera 
pans up to show the structure height.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME DAY - MAIN SECRETARY'S OFFICE TO THE MAYOR

Secretary opens the door.

SECRETARY
He’s expecting you.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME DAY - MAYOR’S OFFICE - HANDHELD CAMERA

Steve and Joe cross the floor to the mayor’s desk.  His 
executive assistant is with him.

MAYOR GARCITI
Secret Eye Investigations, welcome!  
I am Mayor Garciti and this is my 
assistant Ron. And your names are?

STEVE:
Steve Hyde

JOE:
Joe Rosen

MAYOR GARCITI
Pleased to meet you, gentlemen! 
Thank you for coming.

Camera pivots to the right, to the left end of desk, keeping 
the desk centered.

STEVE:
What’s the situation?

MAYOR GARCITI
First, sign these non-disclosures.

Steve and Joe sign.

MAYOR GARCITI (CONT’D)
Gentlemen, It was a pleasure 
meeting you but I have an urgent 
meeting I MUST attend.  
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My assistant Ron will bring you up 
to speed.

RON
Please be seated.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME DAY - MAYOR’S OFFICE

Camera is behind Steve and Joe as they sit, executive 
assistant Ron is on the other side of the table indicating 
six flat screen monitors

RON
You may be aware that we have been 
replacing water mains as they give 
out. These water mains are over one 
hundred years old.  We figured out 
that they are failing in the order 
they were installed.  We were just 
getting ahead of the failures when 
we hit a snag.  Observe.

Camera dollys in to screen, slow zooming in to fill view with 
screen. There is a man strapped to a gurney.

PATIENT
We were digging along the water 
main line when we discovered a 
stone box.

Camera continues slow zoom into patient’s eye.  We enter his 
eye, seeing what he is describing.

PATIENT (CONT’D)
Carl was exited!  W-Wanting to open 
it right away!  (Gasps), I told him 
to wait ‘till I got authorization! 
H-He had a charge he w-wanted to 
use!

Camera - hand held, dollys back along tunnel ahead of 
patient.

PATIENT (CONT’D)
I thought he-he w-would wait for m-
m-me to return with authorization!

Explosion at the end of tunnel, blows patient’s hat off
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PATIENT (CONT’D)
(getting frantic), H-He diddn’t
wait! The explosion was bigger than 
he had planned!!

Camera follows patient back to end of tunnel

PATIENT (CONT’D)
(Crying), I ran back to see if he 
was okay! The stone box was open 
and a tunnel next to it had been 
breeched!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME DAY - TUNNEL

Camera - handheld, aimed at Carl, rising to stand, with open 
box behind him.

PATIENT
I called Carl’s name to see if he 
was okay, (pant, pant), and 
something grabbed him from behind 
and he was gone!!

Camera slow zooms back out of patient’s eye.  Patient is 
frantic, straining at the gurney straps.

PATIENT (CONT’D)
THERE WAS THIS HORRIBLE CRUNCHING 
SOUND AS HE SCREAMED!  I RAN!! I 
RAN AND I DIDN’T LOOK BACK!!

Camera continues slow zoom back from patient.

PATIENT (CONT’D)
I NEVER WENT BACK!!  I NEVER WANT 
TO GO BACK!!

Camera slow zooms back from monitor.  Patient screams 
incoherently as a nurse delivers a shot of sedative. Camera 
pans to be between Steve and Joe, aimed directly at executive 
assistant Ron

RON
As you can see, the trauma has 
almost driven him mad.  We must 
finish replacing the water mains 
but not until this problem is dealt 
with.

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME DAY - MAYOR’S OFFICE

Camera is at left end of desk, aimed at six monitors at the 
other end, each showing a different display. Ron on the 
right, Steve and Joe on the left.

JOE:
Obviously, you need to call the 
police about this.

RON
No. We call the police, the press 
gets a hold of it.  The press gets 
involved, tourism takes a major 
hit. Tourism takes a hit, revenues 
drop and the water mains never get 
replaced. 

Camera dollys around to behind Ron, aimed at Steve and Joe.

STEVE:
(To the air over desk), So is this 
gonna be a stand up fight, sir or 
another bug hunt?

JOE:
Bug hunt.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME DAY - MAYOR’S OFFICE

Camera aimed at a monitor, slow panning to Ron.

RON
(indicating monitor), Here is a 
schematic map of the area above our 
site. The breech the patient 
mentioned is in the old Hollywood 
tunnels that go right to that spot.  
Your easiest access would be 
through the Ricardo Monalban
Theatre.

RON (CONT’D)
(handing a document to Steve), Here 
is a hard copy map of the metro 
tunnels, the water main work 
tunnels and the sewers.

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME DAY - MAYOR’S OFFICE

Camera behind Ron, over his head aimed at Steve and Joe.

STEVE:
Alright.  We get triple our fee and 
carte blanche for acquiring assets 
to stop this thing.

RON
I have the mayor’s credit card 
information. This will be off the 
books. Call me and I will authorize 
payments. I will want receipts.

Camera pans up with Steve and Joe as they rise

JOE:
Alright.  I’m on it!

STEVE:
Hudson!  Relax.

They leave the office, hard copy in hand.

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME DAY - PINK’S HOT DOGS

Camera slow dollys toward their table and up, keeping 
centered on the map on the table.  Camera stops overhead.

Steve and Joe are eating while they examine the map.

STEVE:
I LOVE Pink’s!  Best hot dogs in 
LA!

JOE:
Got that right!

Steve indicates target area.

STEVE:
Okay, so this is where the tunnel 
excavation ended up! It Looks like 
it runs right up under the old anti-
abolitionist tunnels under 
Hollywood.

Camera continues dolly to the other side of the table, 
looking out past them to the street, still locked on map.
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JOE:
The things we do for a drink.

STEVE:
The things we do for fame.

JOE:
The things we do for free!

STEVE:
The things we do for food!

BOTH
(Singing), the things we do for 
love.

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME DAY - PINK’S HOT DOGS

Camera - hand held on Joe, full frame.

JOE:
Speaking of love, how are you and 
Therissa doing?  Are you back 
together yet?

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME DAY - PINK’S HOT DOGS

STEVE:
(Rolling his eyes), No, I finally 
broke it off.

JOE:
Why?

STEVE:
She kept prolonging the agony. 
(Playing roles and imitating 
Therissa), “So are we Breaking up?” 
She said, “I don't know.” Girls 
can’t just end it, they have to 
make you suffer!  Be a long time 
before I get into another 
relationship!

CUT TO:
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EXT. SAME DAY - PINK’S HOT DOGS

Camera dollys around to end of table facing street framed by 
Steve and Joe in the foreground.

JOE:
You invest too much into every 
relationship.  Me, I’m just out to 
have fun. When it stops being fun, 
I’m out!

Homeless man walking by, waving arms.

STEVE:
Maybe I should hook you up with 
Therissa.

JOE:
Doesn’t sound like much fun!

Steve notices homeless man.

STEVE:
Hey, that’s Frank! What’s he doing?

JOE:
Man, you know everybody!

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME DAY - PINK’S HOT DOGS

Camera is out on sidewalk as Steve and Joe approach Frank.

STEVE:
Frank! What’s up, man? What 
happened?

Frank, late twenties to late forties, wearing what used to be 
a nice suit, disheveled and missing numerous teeth.

FRANK
It got him, IT GOT HIM!

STEVE:
What got who, Frank?

CUT TO:
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EXT. SAME DAY - PINK’S HOT DOGS

Hip camera mounted to Frank. Scene bobs and weaves as he 
frantically tries to communicate.

FRANK
It was the creature! We was walking 
a back alley behind Michelli’s on 
Las Palmas! When we came out on the 
street, when Mike heard what 
sounded like a puppy in the storm 
drain! He went to see if he could 
rescue it, “Here puppy!” But these 
two long arms with spikes on ‘em, 
pulled him right in! His screams 
faded off into the distance!  There 
was nothing I could do!

STEVE:
(grabbing Frank’s shoulders to 
steady him), FRANK! We’re gonna
look into this!  We’ll find Mike, I 
promise!

Camera dollys around to Frank as he hugs Steve tight.

FRANK
THANK YOU! THANK YOU!

CUT TO:

EXT. EVENING - SAME DAY - HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Montage of street performers as Steve and Frank talk to them.

STEVE:
We’re almost to Dave’s Surplus.

Joe notices Marylin Munroe impersonator with fans blowing her 
skirt up. Tourists take pictures

JOE:
Hey! Now THERE’S a tasty dish!

Steve, oblivious, walks on.

STEVE:
Oh yes, stubby can serve up some 
tasty weaponry. (Noticing Joe is 
gone), Joe? Joe?
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Steve sees Joe talking to Marylin.

CUT TO:

EXT. NIGHT - SAME DAY - HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera - handheld, circles around Joe and Marylin.

JOE:
So, do you live around here often?

Marylin, mid thirties, blonde and beautiful, dressed in the 
classic white dress from Seven Year Itch

MARYLIN
A Steven Wright fan! You’ve got my 
attention!

CUT TO:

EXT. NIGHT - SAME DAY - HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Steve watches as Joe walks away from Marylin, smiling.

STEVE:
So, did you get her number?

JOE:
Better.  We’re having dinner 
tonight at Michelli’s.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

The narrow aisle are packed to the ceiling with stuff.  Steve 
and Joe admire some of the surplus wares on their way to the 
back counter.

Steve and Joe examine the goods, Steve singing.

Camera dollys ahead of them.

STEVE:
I want stuff, (STUFF!) Never ever 
gonna get enough, (STUFF!

JOE:
Got that right!  So you know the 
manager?
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Camera dolly slows to let them pass and then follows them.

STEVE:
This guy is amazing!  He has a five 
year plan for the Zombie Apocalypse 
but has no idea what he’ll be doing 
next week in real life!

JOE:
(scoffs).

Camera dollys sideways at the rear counter and ends up at the 
end of the counter, framing our heroes.

STUBBY
Stevemeister!

STEVE:
Stubby!

They exchange a complex handshake.

STEVE: (CONT’D)
This is my associate, Joe.

JOE:
Stubby?

STUBBY
Yeah, my name’s Richard Stubbs.  
Some call me Dick stubs but my 
friends call me Stubby Dick!  But 
only my closest friends call me 
Stubby!

JOE:
But, Stubby Dick?  What does that 
mean?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

Stubby’s face is full frame as he smirks and looks down,

STUBBY
(sigh), Here we go.

There is an off camera sound of unzipping and then a “THUMP!”

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

Camera frames Steve and Joe from Stubby’s pov.  Joe’s eyes 
bug as Steve watched Joe, nodding.

Joe winces, lookin away.

JOE:
Thanks, I can’t unsee that!

STEVE:
Ironic, right?

STUBBY
It’s an ox, ya moron!

Off camera zipping up.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

Camera has Steve in full frame.

STEVE:
So, how go your plans for the 
zombie apocalypse?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

Camera full frame on Stubby.

STUBBY
Hey, lissniss! I looked it up on 
Wikilapedia!  You can’t kill a 
zombie by dismemblement, you have 
to destroy the cranium. I also saw 
that exclaimed on screaming video!

Camera dollys back a bit.

STUBBY (CONT’D)
I hat a hot tub installed on my 
roof top party deck. I can kill 
Zombies with my sniper rifle while 
getting water jet massage and 
knockin’ back brews!

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

Camera full frame on Steve

STEVE:
So, what are your plans for next 
week?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

Camera full frame on Stubby

STUBBY
Not a clue! (tilting hid head), so 
what do you need?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

Camera at end of counter framing our heroes.

STEVE:
We have a special mission. It 
requires some specialized gear. Got 
anything?

STUBBY
What do you need?

STEVE:
Guns. Lots of guns.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

Camera behind Steve and Joe, facing Stubby. Stubby opens 
hidden panel in the back wall display.

STUBBY
Step into my parlor.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS

Camera through infra-red goggles looks through room.
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STUBBY
We got all the goodies here!  We 
have automatic sonic electronic 
BALL busters!  We got guns, knives, 
sharp sticks! 

STEVE:
Cool it, Hudson.  What do you have 
with stopping power?

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT - DAVE’S SURPLUS - BACK ALLEY PARKING

Steve and Joe are at the open trunk of the Mustang

STUBBY
V.o. Don’t forget some swiss Cheese 
and some bullets!

JOE:
Think you got enough dynamite 
there, Butch?

STEVE:
That’s a misquote, Joe.  I haven’t 
used it yet.

STEVE: (CONT’D)
Looks like that’s everything.

Steve closes trunk and camera dollys to passenger side of 
car, looking through to driver.

STEVE:
Now all we need is a deck of cards!

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT

Camera framed on the hollywood sign, lit up at night.

“Rockabye” begins.

CUT TO:
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EXT. SAME NIGHT - HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera montage of Steve and Jim interviewing people in front 
of Hollywood landmarks.

FADE IN:

EXT. SAME NIGHT - STAN’S MUSIC

Camera dollys left following Steve and Joe as they enter 
store.

CUT TO:

INT. STAN’S MUSIC

“Amazing Grace” is played on a Curzwiel synthesizer.

Steve and Joe walk through store to find Frank at the 
keyboard.

JOE:
Hey, Frank!  How’s it goin’?

FRANK
Heard you guys are going around 
asking about the creature.

Camera dollys in a circle, Frank at center.

FRANK (CONT’D)
I know friends of mine have 
disappeared. Mike thought he heard 
a puppy in the storm drain.  My 
partner Mark thought he heard a 
kitten. I know they’re gone. I know 
there will be more.

Camera ends dolly behind our heroes, Frank framed between 
them.

FRANK (CONT’D)
You MUST find this creature and 
kill it!

STEVE:
When does it come out?
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FRANK
It comes out mostly at night. 
Mostly.

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT STEVE AND JOE GET INTO MUSTANG

Camera handheld

JOE:
How do you know this guy?

STEVE:
Met him at church. I give him rides 
home when he attends. He knows 
every homeless person and street 
performer. He trusts me. He would 
never lie to me.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT INSIDE MUSTANG

Dash cam

JOE:
So, the Montalban Theatre?

STEVE:
Welcome to Fantasy Island!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT LOBBY OF RICARDO MONTALBAN THEATRE

Camera handheld, dollys back as Steve and Joe enter.

STEVE:
Smiles, everyone, Smiles!

JOE:
Boss, the plane has landed!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT LOBBY MONTALBAN THEATRE

Camera handheld
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Theatre manager approaches them from the snack bar.

MANAGER
Secret Eye Investigations! The 
Mayor called, said I was to give 
you my full cooperation.

Camera dollys in a 360 circle to finally stop looking down 
hall towards elevator

STEVE:
You’ll never know we were even 
here.

JOE:
We’ve been told there is a way into 
the Tunnels under Hollywood through 
here?

MANAGER
The elevator is right there, behind 
the Interverse Faire standee.

JOE:
Sweet! I love that movie!

STEVE:
The book was better.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT MONTALBAN THEATRE

Camera handheld

Steve and Manager move the standee aside while Joe marvels at 
the ornate elevator button panel.

MANAGER
I’m glad you guys are on top of 
this. The rumors are stinkin’
scary!

JOE:
This is a beautiful button panel!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT MONTALBAN THEATRE

Camera handheld
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Steve and Joe enter elevator.

MANAGER
1938 was when this theatre was 
built. This elevator hasn’t been 
used in decades.

Steve and Joe are startled as the elevator doors shut.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT MONTALBAN THEATRE ELEVATOR

Elevator cam

Garbled music comes from the speakers.

JOE:
Taps? Really?

STEVE:
Relax. It’s the Andrews Sisters. 
“Boogy Woogy Bugle Boy.”

JOE:
(listening), They sound like 
drunken dudes!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT MONTALBAN THEATRE ELEVATOR

Camera handheld

Outside elevator cage door. Tunnel has flickering lights. 
Steve pulls out flashlight. Elevator stops and they open the 
cage door.

JOE:
Sure is warm in here.

STEVE:
Yeah but it’s a dry heat! If you 
see something that looks like some 
sort of secreted resin, RUN!

Camera dollys back and pans left to look down creepy hallway.

Elevator has soft, warm light. Tunnels have cold flickering 
lights.

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, dollys with heroes as they walk through 
tunnel and turn through side tunnel

An occasional light clattering sound is heard.

Steve softly sings,

STEVE:
I’m ol’ mister Mole and I live in a 
hole, bless my soul love that hole 
that I live in!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Montage of doors out trough theatres, clubs and restaurants.

JOE:
Man! These tunnels go everywhere!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, follows Steve and Joe to an old fire door.

JOE:
Check it out! A fire door! (sings), 
Someone’s knocking at the door, 
somebody’s ringin’ the bell!

STEVE:
Do me a favor, open the door and 
let him in!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld inside storage room. There is a ladder on the 
floor and a small opening in the ceiling.

STEVE:
Well, this looks interesting!

JOE:
Asps. Very dangerous. You go first!
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Camera follows the action as they put the ladder up to the 
opening.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera close up on Steve and Joe as Steve begins to climb the 
ladder

STEVE:
Let’s see what’s up here.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, from behind Steve, follows flashlight

STEVE:
It’s just a crawl space!

JOE:
Hey! You should see this!

Steve looks down just as flashlight briefly shows creature’s 
face. Steve drops down.

STEVE:
What?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld

As Steve descends the ladder, he never sees the creature’s 
legs as they poke through hole, running for his previous 
position.

JOE:
Shit.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld outside fire door. Joe is pulling Steve out.
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JOE:
C’mon! We gotta get out of here! 
Close the door, QUICK!

Camera dollys around aimed on door

JOE: (CONT’D)
GO! GO! GO!

Creature roaring! Legs approaching door.

STEVE:
What did you want to show me?

Joe points to the side, 

JOE:
That.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

At opposite wall from door is a MONSTROUS pile of,..

STEVE:
SHIT!

JOE:
Exactly! How big IS this thing?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld focused on door. Muffled creature roar as the 
door is hit from the inside, denting door outwards!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld focuses on Steve and Joe, jumping back.

STEVE:
I don’t want to know!  GO! GO! GO!

Camera follows Steve and Joe fleeing the scene.

Sound of the door crashing behind them and the creature 
roaring.
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STEVE: (CONT’D)
The door is off! RUN!!

Camera follows them around the corner

JOE:
This way!

STEVE:
You sure?

JOE:
Yeah!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, looking out from side tunnel as the creature 
roars by

Creature’s feet make that earlier clikkety-tikkety sound. 
After it’s gone, camera follows Steve and Joe out from the 
side tunnel and backs away a little down the main tunnel.

Steve goes into opposite side tunnel motioning to Joe.

STEVE:
C’mon! We can still make it to 
Musso & Frank’s!

Camera follows them down side tunnel

JOE:
Game over man! Game over! What are 
we gonna do now?

STEVE:
Why don’t we build a few campfires, 
sing some songs?

Camera follows them to the next tunnel intersection and 
swings around the corner past them, aimed at Steve.

STEVE: (CONT’D)
Hold on!

JOE:
Should have brought the night 
goggles!

STEVE:
Gonna need a bigger boat!
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The clikkety-tikkety sound is heard and Steve erupts from 
around the corner!

STEVE: (CONT’D)
AH!!

Camera stays on him and follows as he runs past.

JOE:
WAIT!

Camera is now following Steve from behind.

JOE: (CONT’D)
Wait up!

Joe enters frame of shot from the left as he passes camera

JOE: (CONT’D)
C’mon, man! Hold up!

Camera stops with Steve and Joe at tunnel corner. Door to 
Musso & Frank’s is right there.

JOE: (CONT’D)
(Gasping), why did you run?

STEVE:
I heard the creature behind me, 
running.

JOE:
That wasn’t the creature, that was 
me!

STEVE:
What?

JOE:
I was scared so bad I had to pee!

Steve grabs Joe’s collar.

STEVE:
(Laughing), You sonofabitch!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT MUSSO & FRANK’S

Camera handheld, inside cold room at Musso & Frank’s.

A shelving unit swings aside with loud popping and creaking.
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Steve and Joe exit from behind the shelving unit.

STEVE:
Don’t forget to close it back up!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT MUSSO & FRANK’S

Camera handheld, dollys with Steve and Joe as they traverse 
the kitchen.

STEVE:
Don’t mind us.

JOE:
Keep up the good work!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT MUSSO & FRANK’S

Camera pans left as Steve and Joe pass, focus on booth in 
background.  There’s a well known celebrity at the booth.

JOE:
Just passin’ though.

Camera holds on table with celebrity.

Joe enters back into frame.

JOE: (CONT’D)
Can I have your autograph?

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera handheld low angle as it dollys in front of Steve and 
Joe

JOE:
They can have it, I’m never going 
back down there again!

Camera pans as they pass, looking down Hollywood blvd.
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STEVE:
Look at ‘em! Oblivious!

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera handheld, follows Marylin on the sidewalk, packing up. 
Frank is with her.

MARYLIN
That’s it for me. I’ve got a dinner 
date with Joe in ten minutes.

FRANK
Let me walk you over.

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera handheld, dollys with Marylin and Frank from the 
street as they pass a storm drain

MARYLIN
Did you hear that?

FRANK
Keep walking.

MARYLIN
No, there’s a little girl in the 
storm drain!

Camera dollys in and slow zooms to focus on the storm drain 
as Marylin kneels to look in.

MARYLIN (CONT’D)
(Crouching down) hello?

CREATURE
I’m stuck! Take my hand!

FRANK
(Starting to fuss) Marilyn, NO!

Camera handheld, jostles as Marylin is sucked in!

MARYLIN
(Screams)

CUT TO:
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EXT. SAME NIGHT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera hip mounted, aimed right at Frank’s face, full frame.

FRANK
MARYLIN!!

Frank is frantic! Trying to get help!

FRANK (CONT’D)
(To one person), It took Marilyn!! 
(To another), Ya gotta help me! 
(And to another), MARYLIN’S GONE!!!

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera hip mounted, now aimed at the back of Frank’s head 
looking forward, Frank in forefround.

Frank sees the outdoor cafe with Steve and Joe at a table.

FRANK
Steve! Joe!

He begins to run to cafe across the street but it seems to 
zoom further away.

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera, static, aimed at Steve and Joe at the table. Frank is 
running toward them but seems to drift badkwards!

STEVE:
She said she’d be here, right?

JOE:
Yeah. Ah well, you know these 
actress types.

Frank enters the outdoor cafe gate and the zoom depth effect 
snaps to normal.

FRANK
IT GOT MARYLIN!! IT GOT MARYLIN!!

JOE:
What?
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FRANK
IT GOT MARYLIN! THE CREATURE TOOK 
HER DOWN A STORM DRAIN!!

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera double coverage on Steve and Jim full frame 
respectively.

STEVE:
(Hanging his head), Dear Lord 
Jesus, this can’t be happening!

JOE:
(Rubbing the back of his neck), 
Shit.

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT HOLLYWOOD BLVD.

Camera static aimed at Steve and Jim at table. They rise up 
and clasp hands

BOTH
Let’s saddle up, Apone!

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME NIGHT AT OPEN MUSTANG TRUNK

Camera handheld

Steve and Joe each pull out a stuffed duffel

JOE:
You ate all the Swiss cheese? 
Really?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld framing Marilyn's eyes before they snap open. 
It’s dark with slickering lights, se can barely see.

Camera slow dollys back and to the right, showing cocooned 
bodies hanging horizontally from the ceiling. 
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She hears a muffles rustling sound and looks to her left. 
Camera pans left to follow her gaze as it shows the cocoon 
next to her, jiggling as she hears the rustling sound.

She looks to her right, camera whip pans with her to show the 
creature’s face inches away from hers!

MARYLIN
(Screams)

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT LOBBY OF RICARDO MONTALBAN THEATRE

Camera handheld, dollys with Steve and Joe as they pass movie 
patrons to the secret elevator. As they pass the snack bar, 
camera follows them to the elevator door. Steve moves the 
standee aside and Joe pushes the elevator button.

JOE:
We’re on an express elevator to 
hell!  Going down!

STEVE:
Somebody wake up Hicks!

Elevator door opens and they step inside. The doors close.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT ELEVATOR

Camera hand held, slight fish-eye lens low angle as Steve and 
Joe arm themselves.

Joe pulls out guns.

Steve pulls out knives

Each successive gun and knife get bigger and more gnarly!

JOE:
Actually, it’s a little chilly.

STEVE:
The cold never bothered me anyway.

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera hand held. Intermittent flickering lights.

Marylin and creature are face to face.

MARYLIN
(desperate, stalling) What are you? 
Where is this? Where’s the little 
girl? I heard a little girl!

Camera dollys around to next to Marylin’s head, looking at 
creature, slowly zooming in on creature’s face.

It tilts it’s head for a moment and speaks, rubbing two small 
mandibles together. Sounding like a little girl’s voice 
through a golden throat and an electric violin.

CREATURE
That would be me.

MARYLIN
What am I doing here? Are you going 
to eat me?

Camera still slow zooming in on creature’s face

CREATURE
I won’t eat you. You are to be food 
for my brood!

Camera full frame on creature’s face

CREATURE (CONT’D)
You are brood food!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld, framing creature and Marylin, face to face.

CREATURE
But first I need to remove your 
head.

Creatures mandibles rise! Creature embraces marylin’s head 
with small mandibles
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MARYLIN
(screams!)

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld at Marylin’s p.o.v. Watching main mandibles 
grinding as they draw nearer!

MARYLIN
(Screams again!)

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld dollys in front of Steve and Joe.

Marylin’s distant scream is heard and they begin to run, 
drawing weapons.

JOE:
MARYLIN!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld. Framing Marylin and creature’s heads

Creature turns away from Marylin as it hears Joe’s call.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held holds creature’s head in full frame as it 
looks back to marylin’s p.o.v.

CREATURE
Don’t go anywhere!

Creature leaves fra,e

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held, dollys in front of Steve and Joe as they 
run full tilt toward Marylin’s sream.

STEVE:
Feets beggin’ me to go back!

JOE:
But my head says faster!

STEVE:
Yup!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera dollys behind Steve and Joe following full tilt until 
creature lunges from around corner!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera static close up on Steve’s feet as they slip out from 
under him.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held framing Steve’s face as he slides down out 
of frame.

STEVE:
Whoa! WHOA!! WHOOP!!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held, frames Joe as he fires an assault rifle.

JOE:
Oh, yeah? How do you like THESE 
close encounters?

Joe fires shots
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JOE: (CONT’D)
AAAH! AAAH!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera static, dollys with Steve as he slides under creature.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld Steve’s p.o.v.

The creature’s underbelly moves over Steve. He sees how the 
legs work.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld looking over Joe’s shoulder as he fires 
repeatedly, backing away.

JOE:
Damn thing’s bullet proof!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld flickering lights and muzzle flash.

Close up on Steve’s eyes as he squints, understanding.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera static close up on creatures soft joint in leg.

Steve stabs it with his biggest knife.

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, frames Steve, creature and Joe as it rears 
up, giving the creature reveal.

The creature roars and retreats into tunnel.

Joe helps Steve up.

JOE:
What did you do?

STEVE:
Stuck a knife into a soft joint. 
It’s a weak spot for bugs and 
Crustaceans.

Joe leads Steve,

JOE:
It came from this way!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld dollys pacing Steve and Joe as they run 
calling.

JOE:
MARYLIN!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld in creature’s lair showing marylin hanging in 
cocoon. She hears Joe call and calls back

MARYLIN
HELP ME!! HELP!!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld. Pacing Steve and Joe as they run

STEVE: 
Almost there!
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JOE:
Stay on target!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera dollys to opening in tunnel wall and floor.

Marylin’s voice comes out from the hole

MARYLIN
Heeelllp!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld flickering lights

Marylin is hanging center screen in foreground, cocoon next 
to her is jiggling. tunnel hole is to the left in the 
background

Steve’s flashlight beam sweeps lair, glimpsing other cocoons.

STEVE:
Marylin!!

MARYLIN
Over here!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld, mounted on flashlight, sweeps the lair to 
the left, falling on the stone box

STEVE:
I found the sarcophagus!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera Steve’s p.o.v. through night vision goggles

Flickering lights
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Steve is approaching behind Marylin and the jiggling cocoon.

Both the cocoon and Marylin are moving making it difficult 
for Steve.

STEVE:
Marylin!

MARYLIN
Over here!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld flashlight only

Skeleton in stone box is scattered

JOE:
I’ve got an old skeleton, here!

STEVE:
(V.O.) JOE! I found Marylin!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera dollys with Joe as he enters lair, descending the 
rubble pile and joining Steve and Marylin.

JOE:
Hang on! I’ll be right there!

Camera handheld, dolly ends with all three characters in 
frame.

STEVE:
Hurry! Hold her while I cut her 
down!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

camera handheld, montage of hanging strands being cut

STEVE:
(V.O.), Looks like spun silk!
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JOE:
(C.O.) Thank God, it’s not secreted 
resin!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld, full frame on Joe’s eyes.

There is a rustling sound and Joe looks to his left. Camera 
pans right to follow his gaze panning a full 360 degrees as 
he speaks.

Joe sees jostling cocoon

JOE:
Oh, shit!

STEVE:
What?

JOE:
These cocoons are full of 
younglings! Brood!

Camera comntinues pan to reveal full lair and all cocoons 
rustling!

MARYLIN
(V.O), That’s right! She said I was 
Brood food!

STEVE:
We’re in it deep! A friend of mine 
once bought a cactus from a nursery 
to go with her home’s Arizona 
motif!

Camera continues pan showing water main repair tunnel and 
more jiggling cocoons.

STEVE: (CONT’D)
(V.O.) As the days went on, she 
would occasionally hear this 
rustling sound but couldn’t pin 
down where it was coming from!

Camera continues pan showing Lair entrance.
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STEVE: (CONT’D)
(V.O.), Then, one day, she saw the 
cactus jiggling along with that 
sound! She called 911 and told them 
about the cactus. They said, “Got 
out of the house NOW! We’re sending 
someone over!

Camera ends 360 pan on Steve, Joe and marylin

STEVE: (CONT’D)
She waited for them outside.  An 
ambulance drove up and two guys 
with a large duffel bag ran into 
her house, covered the cactus in it 
and cinched it shut JUST as the 
cactus exploded! As they left, she 
asked them what happened. They 
said, “You are really lucky, ma’am! 
That cactus was full of baby 
tarantulas. If we hadn’t gotten 
here in time, you house would be 
filled with hundreds of baby 
spiders!

Marylin is cut loose from hanging but is still wrapped.

JOE:
She? SAID!

MARYLIN
I’ll explain later, get me out of 
this!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld, Steve is cutting marylin’s feet free. Camera 
dollys up with Steve’s cutting. 

STEVE:
Absolutely! Hang on!

JOE:
(V.O.), What do we do about the 
lair?

Marylin is almost free of the cocoon as Steve reaches her 
collar line.

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera hand held, all three characters in frame as Steve 
finishes his cut,

STEVE:
I sat we nuke the site from orbit. 
It’s the only way to be sure!

JOE:
F-N-A!!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld, Joe pulls out a lighter into foreground and 
turns it on.

JOE:
Let’s light ‘em up!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera dollys with Steve as he helps Marylin up the rubble 
pile, Joe is igniting the cocoons.

Cocoons quiver more!

STEVE:
Hurry! We don’t know when she’ll be 
back!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld, looking down Water main tunnel as creature 
slowly emerges.

JOE:
(V.O.), I know! Gotta throw down 
some BUG-B-QUE first!

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld is full frame on creature’s eyes, reflecting 
the burning cocoons

CREATURE
No! NOO! (segueing to roar), 
NOOOAAARRR!!  

Creatures mouth rises into frame. camera jiggles ans creature 
roars.

CREATURE (CONT’D)
RRROOOOAAARR!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld behind Joe. He is lighting up the last 
cocoon. He looks down water main tunnel seeing creature 
moving toward him. 

JOE:
Oh, shit.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld aimed up at tunnel hole, Joe in foreground

Marylin has her hands over her mouth, terrified.

Light from flaming cocoons.

STEVE:
C’mon!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld, dollys with Joe as he struggles up the 
rubble pile.

JOE:
I’ve got a really bad feeling about 
this!

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld, looks back into lair past Joe as creature 
reaches a cocoon that explodes with flaming younglings.

STEVE:
MOVE IT, JOE!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld, on Joe and water main as Joe attaches a 
charge. 

JOE:
A little something to remember me 
by.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld looking over Joe’s shoulder back into lair as 
creature, surrounded by flaming younglings, begins to run 
toward him!

Joe exits frame.

JOE:
GO! GO!!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, follows Steve, Joe and Marylin as they run 
down the tunnel away from the lair.

Joe is helping Marylin.

Joe stops and turns.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld. flickering lights.
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Creature emerges from hole in tunnel. Camera jiggles when it 
roars!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, Steve, Joe and marylin (with arm around 
Joe), are now looking back at creature.

JOE:
You always were an asshole, Gorman!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld close up on Joe’s hand with detonator.

Flickering lights

All music and sound stops as he presses the button, “Click!”

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera static, aimed at charge on watermain.

Light from burning cocoons.

Charge explodes.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheldCreature is enveloped in explosion.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera handheld.

Water erupts from water main.

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld. Flickering lights.

Water fill lair and begins to flow toward our heroes.

STEVE:
BUN!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, dollys in front of Steve, Joe and Marylin.

They run down the tunnel, water now up to their ankles.

JOE:
Should have brought my water wings!

STEVE:
(sings), Let’s go surfin’ now, even 
Joe is learning how!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME NIGHT TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, framing heroes’ feet sloshing in the 
deepening water.

JOE:
Heh, we can laugh, now that the 
creature is dead!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld, framing Steve, Joe and Marylin

Zoom depth effect as creature roars!

They run towards camera as it dollys back

JOE:
RUN! Don’t look back!

MARYLIN
What is it?
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STEVE:
The thing’s a Terminator!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera handheld paces with heroes from side

Flickering lights

STEVE:
That is one ugly mother,..

Creature roars, closer!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held, draws up to elevator with our heroes.

Badly flickering lights

JOE:
Good!! The Montalban!!

MARYLIN
Where's the elevator?”

STEVE:
Up at the lobby!  Quick!  Hit the 
up button!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held, close up on elevator button as Joe hits it 
with his fist.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held, is up past our heroes, looking back down 
the tunnel.

Badly flickering lights
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Creature roar is closer as the sound of water sloshing is 
approaching. 

MARYLIN
Where's the frikkin’ elevator?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held looking down elevator shaft through cage 
door at our heroes.

Joe pushes the button again.

JOE:
C’mon! C’MON!!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held, looking up elevator shaft through the cage 
door.

Badly flickering lights.

Water sloshing and creature roars closer.

Bottom of elevator descends 

JOE:
Here it comes!

Camera pans down with elevator floor, which displaces water 
in shaft.

Warm elevator light becons.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held, behind our heroes facing elevator.

Steve opens elevator e door.

STEVE:
An elevator never looked so 
inviting!
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Camera follows steve, Joe and Marylin into the elevator, 
(back wall falls away so camera is in elevator too.).

STEVE: (CONT’D)
(imitating mouse from Blade 
Runner), Home again, home again, 
jiggety jig!

Steve locks cage door.)

Camera jolts when creature hits the door with its face. 

CREATURE
ROARS!!

Creature’s eyes look over our heroes.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held, close up on creature’s mouth. 

Two small mandibles rub together.

CREATURE
(calmly), I’m going to kill you.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held close up on cage door.

Creature’s antennae reach through.

CREATURE
(Growls)

MARYLIN
Screams!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held close up on Joe and marylin as antennae 
begin to choke them.

Joe and Marylin choking
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Joe struggles like with a Boa Constrictor.

Marylin can’t stand to touch it, hands waving back and forth.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held.

Camera close up on Steve as he draws a sword.

STEVE:
HAI-

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held slight fish eye lens, aimed down from above 
elevator.

Steve slices antennae with sword.

STEVE:
-YAH!!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held close up on joe and Marylin removing 
antennae.

MARYLIN
AHH! AHH!! (gasp!)

JOE:
Hit the button!

Camera pans down with dropping antennae as they hit the 
water, NOW WAIST DEEP!

STEVE:
Never stopped!  I don’t know what’s 
wrong!

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held close up on creature’s face, rearing back, 
roaring.

Badly flickering lights

STEVE:
Dear Lord Jesus, get us out of 
this!!

JOE:
And hurry!!

Camera hold on creature as it leans back into the flimsy cage 
door.

CREATURE
I’, not going to kill you. Now I’m 
going to eat you!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held close up on our heroes

Warm elevator lights.

Steve, Joe and Marylin recoiling to the back wall.

CREATURE
Slowly, feet first, so you feel 
every agonizing inch!

Marylin crying, bobbing up and down.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING TUNNELS UNDER HOLLYWOOD

Camera hand held close up on creature’s face.

Creature’s forelimbs begin to pry the elevator cage gate 
open.

Elevator cage door creaks and groans as the creature pries it 
open.
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MARYLIN
No! No! No!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING ELEVATOR

Camera hand held looking down from above elevator as the 
creature’s head comes through.

JOE:
Come get some!

MARYLIN
(Whimpering and crying)

STEVE:
Jesus help us! Jesus help us! Jesus 
help us!

Elevator begins to rise.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING ELEVATOR

Camera hand held

Close up on creature as gunshots ricochet off it’s face.

CREATURE
(ROARING!)

Sword blows glance off at the floor from the next level up, 
descends behind creature’s head. Floor descends on creature 
pulling creature underwater.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING ELEVATOR

Camera hand held, warm elevator light.

Heroes in full frame

Steve, Joe and Marylin laugh in relief and disbelief

STEVE:
Stepped into the wrong gol’ darn 
rec room, didn’t ‘cha?!
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JOE:
You got it wrong, this is an 
elevator.

STEVE:
Stepped into the wrong gol’ darn 
elevator, didn’t ‘cha!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING ELEVATOR

Camera hand held, close up on creature’s head.

Warm elevator light.

Creature’s head erupts up from the water!

Elevator lobby doors descend into frame.

CAST
AUGH!!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING ELEVATOR

Camera hand held, tight in from the left of our heroes.

Warm elevator light

All three are panicked, struggling to keep the creature head 
away.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held, elevator button pad full frame with half 
wall, half elevator door filling frame.

Up button dings

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held above snack bar

Warm theatre lighting
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Water flows out from hallway. Attendant looks on curiously.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held. Warm theatre light

Attendant looks around corner towards elevator and camera.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held. Attendant’s p.o.v.

Warm theatre lights

Looking down hallway at elevator door as opens, water spills 
out.

Creature’s head floats out of elevator in flood.

Camera pans with head as it floats by, antennae twitching.

Patrons begin to comment.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held, creature p.o.v.

Warm theatre lights

Creature observed by attendant as it floats by.

Patrons exclaiming.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held

Warm theatre light

Creature head comes to a stop, antennae twitching.
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Patrons back away in a circle.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held

Warm theatre light

Camera dollys back ahead of heroes walking out from the 
elevator hallway into the lobby.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held

Warm theatre light

Sporadic crowd responses.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held, close up on heroes looking down at 
creature’s head.

Warm theatre light

STEVE:
What the hell are you?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held, close up on creature’s face

Warm theatre light
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CREATURE
(as little girl’s voice done 
through a golden throat on an 
electric violin), What the hell are 
YOU?

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held, holding on two crowd members eating popcorn 
and drinking sodas

Warm theatre light.

First elbows the second

FIRST
Predator!

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held.

Close up on creature’s head

Antennae have one last twitch, does a death rattle and stops.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held

Warm theatre lights

Second crowd member elbows the first.

SECOND
Harrihausen!

(If we can get a couple big actors to play this, it would be 
epic! Maybe Tony Todd and Doug Jones?)

CUT TO:
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INT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE LOBBY

Camera hand held, holding on heroes

Warm theatre light

JOE:
Oblivious!

STEVE:
I’m out!

Steve, Joe and Marylin turn and exit frame.

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME MORNING MONTALBAN THEATRE

Camera hand held, dollys with heroes leaving theatre.

Cue “All I wanna do”

JOE:
I don’t know about you, but I’m 
hungry!

STEVE:
I could go for a burger.

MARYLIN
All I wanna do is get a shower and 
have some fun!

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME MORNING PARKING ALLEY

Camera hand held

Early morning light, (golden hour).

Heroes stowing gear in trunk and getting in Mustang.

STEVE:
What do you do for fun, Joe?

JOE:
Body surfing, Zuma 9, you?
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STEVE:
Bar-b-que and a good blu ray!

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME MORNING PARKING ALLEY

Camera crane mounted, follows Mustang as it exits alley and 
turns right, (camera left).

MARYLIN
Going to a club!

STEVE:
Down hill mountain biking!

JOE:
Water slide parks!

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME MORNING STREETS OF HOLLYWOOD

Camera crane mounted, Sta. Monica Blvd. Sign in full frame

Camera rises, keeping sign in frame as Mustang turns the 
corner to the east toward a golden hour sunrise.

STEVE:
Clog dancing.

JOE:
Extended bungee jumping!

MARYLIN
(giggling), Lawn mower drag racing.

Mustang continues to drive into the sunrise, (ending line of 
“All I wanna do), “Until the Sun comes up over Santa Monica 
Blvd.”

STEVE:
Sidewalk freeclimbing.

JOE:
Turno full contact golf.

MARYLIN
Puppy juggling!

FADE TO:
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ENDING CREDITS

CUT TO:

INT. LATER THAT MORNING - CREATURE’S LAIR

Midway through credits additional scene

Camera hand held - strong work lights.

Scene begins with well lit lair wall.  Man in Hazmat suit 
enters camera right and walks to camera left. Camera pans 
with him, revealing Hazmat crew stacking burned cocoons for 
transport and picking up specimens.

CUT TO:

INT. SAME MORNING - CREATURE’S LAIR

Camera hand held - strong work lights

Camera follows as tweezers pick up burnt specimen and lower 
it into container.

FADE TO:

REMAINING CREDITS

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME MORNING L. A. RIVER STORM DRAIN

Camera hand held - morning light

Homeless man wakes to a curious sound. Camera dollys in as 
homeless man looks to his right at the storm drain.

Camera pans left with his gaze. Man sees creature’s 
younglings exiting drain.

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME MORNING L. A. RIVER STORM DRAIN

Camera hand held - morning light
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Man’s hand picks up youngling from the back, like a 
lobster...

CUT TO:

EXT. SAME MORNING L. A. RIVER STORM DRAIN

Camera hand held - morning light

And pops it in his mouth.

HOMELESS MAN
(Chewing happily), Nummies!!

Camera dollys back as Homeless man enters storm drain calling

HOMELESS MAN (CONT’D)
Nummies! Here, nummies!
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